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Introduction 

This white paper provides best practices and recommendations for configuring VMware vSphere 6.x 

and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance with Fibre Channel (FC) protocol to reach the optimal I/O 

performance and throughput for your environment. Along with Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance’s NAS-

based file sharing capabilities, this architecture also can serve block-type devices using either Fibre 

Channel or iSCSI protocol. The Fibre Channel LUN devices enable Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance to 

function in a SAN environment as a Fibre Channel block storage device. A Fibre Channel target 

supports multiple I/O paths between the host and the target device on Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance. 

Developing a proper architecture for either a dual- or single-fabric storage area network (SAN) for an 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance configuration ensures that path redundancy is established. Also, it is 

critical that the partitions are created on the configured LUNs in such a way that optimal performance 

results are ensured. 

The outlined best practices and recommendations highlight the configuration and tuning options for 

Fibre Channel protocol in a VMware vSphere 6.x environment working with Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance. Also, this paper covers recommendations and additional information regarding the correct 

layout of VMware virtual machines with Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance, examples of PowerCLI 

scripting for automation of the Fibre Channel tuning settings in a VMware environment with Oracle 

ZFS Storage Appliance, and the monitoring options currently available on Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance using the DTrace Analytics feature for virtualized environments.   

Highlighted in this paper are best practices and recommendations for: 

» Employing VMware vSphere 6.x with the Fibre Channel protocol and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

» Tunable options for the Fibre Channel protocol in a VMware vSphere 6.x environment with Oracle 

ZFS Storage Appliance 

» Disk pool layout for Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance with VMware vSphere 6.x 

» Data layout for VMware vSphere 6.x virtual machines 

» Monitoring using VMware’s esxtop tool and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance’s DTrace Analytics 

Note: Mentions of Oracle’s Sun ZFS Storage Appliance, Oracle’s Sun ZFS Storage 7000 series 

products, and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance all refer to the same family of Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance products. Some cited documentation may still carry these legacy naming conventions. 
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Applying Best Practice Configuration for VMware vSphere 6.x and Oracle ZFS 
Storage Appliance with Fibre Channel Protocol 

The following configurations for Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance are recommended to optimize performance with 

VMware vSphere 6.x. 

Controllers, Software Release, and Disk Pools 

Virtualized environments produce high random I/O patterns and need storage with high performance as well as 

availability, low latency, and fast response time. To meet these demands, use a mirrored data profile. This 

configuration duplicates copies as well as produces fast and reliable storage by dividing access and redundancy, 

usually between two sets of disks. In combination with write solid-state drive (SSD) log devices and the Oracle ZFS 

Storage Appliance architecture, this profile can produce a large amount of input/output operations per second 

(IOPS) to attend to the demand of critical virtual desktop environments. 

The recommended minimum disk storage configuration for VMware vSphere 6.x includes: 

» A mirrored disk pool with the following configuration: 

» For models using high-performance (HP) disks: At least twenty 600 GB 10,000 RPM HP 2.5-inch SAS3 hard 

disk drives (HDDs), or at least twenty 1.2 TB 10,000 RPM HP 2.5-inch SAS3 HDDs, with at least two 200 GB 

SSD devices for LogZilla working with a striped log profile. 

» For models using high-capacity (HC) disks: At least forty-four 8 TB 7,200 RPM HC 3.5-inch SAS3 HDDs with 

at least two 200 GB SSD devices for LogZilla working with a striped log profile. 

» At least two 1.6 TB SSDs for Level 2 Adaptive Replacement Cache (L2ARC): Use a striped cache for either HC or 

HP models. 

Note: The following example demonstrates an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system with two Oracle Storage Drive 

Enclosure DE2-24C trays fully populated with forty-four 3-TB SAS2 7,200 RPM disks, with two 1.6-TB SSD devices 

for ReadZilla configured in striped mode, and two 200-GB SSD devices configured for LogZilla, also in striped mode. 

Figure 1 shows the recommended disk configuration. 

 

Figure 1. Disk pool configuation in the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance BUI 
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Figure 2 shows the recommended log and cache configurations. 

 

Figure 2. Log devices (LogZilla) and cache devices (ReadZilla) in the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance BUI 

 

For high availability and proper load balancing for a VMware vSphere 6.x and FC protocol, use an Oracle ZFS 

Storage Appliance model that supports clustering. Configure the cluster in active/active mode and use Oracle ZFS 

Storage Appliance software release OS8.7 (2013.1.7.x) or greater. The Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance software 

releases can be downloaded from My Oracle Support, Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance: Software Updates (Doc ID 

2021771.1).  

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance CPU, L1, and L2 Cache 

The following combination and sizing of CPU, Level 1 Adaptive Replacement Cache (L1ARC), and L2ARC are 

critical to meet the demands of compression algorithms and operations as well as overall performance in large 

deployments of VMware vSphere 6.x with Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance. The minimum recommended 

configuration is: 

» At least two 2-GHz Intel Xeon CPUs (X7750 @ 2.00 GHz) per Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance head 

» At least 512 GB of DRAM memory (L1ARC) per Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance head 

Since most of the reading operations for VMware workloads are provided by Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

DRAM/ARC (L1ARC), ReadZilla SSD devices are not mandatory for these VMware workloads, but at least two 1.6-

TB SSDs are recommended as part of the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance architecture. 

 

Block Size Recommendations 

When working with an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system with more than one disk shelf, try to split the 

workload across different disk pools and use the no-single-point-of-failure (NSPF) capability. This design provides 

more storage resources as well as better I/O load balancing, performance, and throughput for your VMware 

environments. 

By default, vmkernel issues I/O requests as large as 32 KB, so ensure that the Disk.DiskMaxIOSize advanced 

option on the VMware vSphere 6.x host is properly configured. For higher performance and throughput, some 

applications issue large I/O requests to the storage devices. To avoid performance bottlenecks on the ESXi hosts 

side, and for better performance of VMware vSphere 6.x with Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance, ensure that the 

Disk.DiskMaxIOSize advanced setting of the ESXi hosts is configured to at least 32 MB. 
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Note: Adjustments to the Disk.DiskMaxIOSize parameter need to be carefully evaluated. For most use cases, the 

default setting, 32,767 KB (32 MB) block size is preferred because it increases performance and lowers CPU 

utilization on the ESXi hosts side. 

For additional information regarding Disk.DiskMaxIOSize advanced settings on ESXi hosts, refer to the VMWare 

Knowledge Base article (KB 10034690), "Tuning ESXi for Better Storage Performance by Modifying the Maximum 

I/O Block Size." 

The following example/performance test uses two disk shelves, a mirrored storage pool, four projects, and four 

different LUNs. Table 1 lists the pool's projects and LUNs along with block sizes recommendations, per application 

and kind of workload. 

Table 1 lists the pools’ projects and file system shares.  

TABLE 1: PROJECTS AND FILE SYSTEM SHARES CREATED FOR VMWARE VSPHERE 6.X PRODUCTION 

ENVIRONMENTS ON POOL  

PROJECT LUN 

RECOMMENDED LUN BLOCK SIZE 

CONFIGURATION ON ORACLE ZFS 

STORAGE APPLIANCE 

VM_OS 

(virtual machines' operating systems 

or virtual machine disks [VMDKs]) 

vm_os 
32 KB—VMkernel issues I/Os with 32 KB 

block size 

EXCHANGE_DB 

(Microsoft Exchange Database [DB] 

VMDKs) 

ms-exchangedb 

32 KB for Microsoft Exchange DB and logs 

 

MS SQL DB VMDKs 

(Microsoft SQL Server database VMDKs) 

Note: Due to different block sizes, MS SQL 

DB can have at least three (or more) 

different Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

LUNs. 

 

mssqldb 

mssqldb_data 

mssqldb_backup 

 

OLTP LOG transactions—can be any 

range size of up to 64 KB. 64 KB provides 

best performance 

OLTP DATA operation—8 KB 

Bulk insert operations—can be any multiple 

of 8 KB up to 256 KB 

Read ahead (DSS index scans)—can be 

multiple of 8 KB up to 512 KB 

MS SQL backup operation—1 MB 

File server/data VMDKs fsdata 32 KB, 128 KB, or 1 MB 

 

LUN Settings Recommendations 

The following recommendations for LUN settings ensure optimal performance and throughput while using Oracle 

ZFS Storage Appliance with Fibre Channel protocol.  

» Space Usage. Space is shared by all shares within a storage pool. File systems can grow or shrink dynamically 

in size as required, though it is possible to ensure space restrictions on a per-share basis. Quotas and 

reservations can be enforced on a per-file system basis. Quotas also can be enforced per user and per group. 

This functionality includes two main options: volume size and thin provisioning. 

» Volume size. The logical size of the LUN as exported over Fibre Channel. This property is only valid for 

LUNs. Volume size controls the size of the LUN.  

» Thin provisioned. Check this option that controls whether space is reserved for the volume. This property is 

only valid for LUNs. By default, a LUN reserves exactly enough space to completely fill the volume. This 

ensures that clients will not encounter out-of-space errors at inopportune times.  
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» Bandwidth. Check the default tread limit and default write limit options. Bandwidth is how fast the data flows on 

the given transmission path or medium. With the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance capability called I/O throttling, 

which is available with software release OS8.7 or greater, users have the ability to limit the rate at which a 

particular data set will read and/or write to a disk, so throughput easily controls data access. This limit is usually 

set by the storage administrator using the data set properties writelimit and readlimit, which have units of 

bytes/second. To enhance the management of larger data sets, the properties defaultwritelimit and 

defaultreadlimit are available. If these properties are set for a data set, all the descendants of that data set will 

inherit these assigned values. 

 

 

Figure 3. LUN settings (general) properties in the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance BUI 

 

» Data deduplication option. Do not check this option.  

Note: Data deduplication is only supported with Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance software release OS8.7 and 

greater. Also, this feature is only recommended and supported for backup use cases, and it is not intended to be 

used with VMware virtual machines in production. Do not enable data deduplication on Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance file systems on which VMware virtual machines are deployed and are in production. 

» Data compression. For data reduction purposes and disk space efficiency, it is recommended to use the LZ4 

compression algorithm with VMware virtual machines and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance. Before writing data to 

the storage pool, shares can optionally compress data utilizing different algorithms of compression. LZ4 algorithm 

is considered a fast compression algorithm, and it does not consume much CPU resources. 

» Checksum. Select the Fletcher 4 (standard) checksum algorithm. This feature controls the checksum algorithm 

used for data blocks and also allows the system to detect invalid data returned from devices. Working with the 

Fletcher 4 algorithm, which is the default checksum algorithm, is sufficient for normal operations and can help 

avoid additional CPU load. 

» Additional replication. To store a single copy of data blocks, select the “Normal (Single Copy)” option. 
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» Cache device usage. The “All data and metadata” option is recommended. With this option, all virtual machine 

files and any metadata generated by the virtual machines will be cached by Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance. 

» Synchronous write bias. To provide faster response time for VMware, select the “Latency” option. 

» Prevent destruction. By default, this option is turned off. Enabling this option to prevent the FC LUN from 

accidental destruction is recommended. 

 

Recommendations for Fibre Channel Protocol 

Follow these best practices and recommendations when working with Fibre Channel protocol and VMware vSphere 

6.x. 

» Update the Fibre Channel host bus adapters’ (HBAs’) firmware and drivers to their latest version and also ensure 

that the HBA is on the VMware hardware compatibility list (HCL). 

» Ensure you have only one VMware VMFS (Virtual Machine File System) volume per LUN. 

» For raw devices, use RDM (raw device mapping). 

» Work with at least two Fibre Channel switches and one dual-port 16 Gb/sec HBA per Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance controller and VMware ESXi 6.x host. 

» Ensure that your SAN is designed for high availability and load balance without critical points of failure. See 

Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance and VMware vSphere 6.x Fibre Channel environment 

The following changes are recommended and need to be incorporated in configuring Fibre Channel protocol with 

VMware vSphere 6.x and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance prior to putting the ESXi 6.x servers into production. These 

changes are: 

 Change in default storage array type and path selection policy 

 Change in round-robin I/O operation limit 
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Follow the steps shown in the next several code examples to perform these changes. 

Changing the Default Storage Array Type and the Path Selection Policy 

As defined by VMware, the Native Multipathing Plugin (NMP) helps manage devices associated with NMP and set 

path policies. Path Selection Plugin (PSP) and Storage Array Type Plugin (SATP) are plugins within NMP. SATP 

determines how path failover is handled for a specific storage array. PSP determines which physical path is chosen 

to issue an I/O request to a storage device. 

Oracle recommends that the Native Multipathing Plugin use a round-robin path selection policy for the storage 

arrays as it is always preferable to utilize all available active-optimized paths. It employs load balancing across all 

paths for different LUNs with both active-active and active-passive arrays. If no SATP is assigned to a device by the 

multipathing claim rules, the default SATP for Fibre Channel devices is VMW_SATP_ALUA. The default PSP is 

VMW_PSP_FIXED. 

The following instructions allow changing the PSP for all LUNs on an ESXi server to a new default PSP, avoiding the 

need to manually change the PSP for each LUN and ESXi host—thus automating the process of changing the 

default PSP for a given SATP.  

Note: To change the path selection policy only for "SUN Fibre Channel Disks," see Changing the Path Selection 

Policy Only for Sun Fibre Channel Disks.   

Using PowerShell, open an SSH connection to the ESXi 6.x host and run the following PowerCLI commands to 

perform changes in the default storage array type. 

To change the default PSP for a given SATP: 

1. Connect the PowerCLI session to the vCenter Server using the command Connect-VIServer. 

The syntax to connect to the vCenter server is: 

Connect-VIServer –Server <Servername> -Protocol <Protocolname> -User 

<Username> -Password <Password> 

2. Define a default PSP to be set. 

$defaultPsp = “VMW_PSP_RR” 

3. Define the SATP to set the default PSP to $defaultPsp. 

$satp = “VMW_SATP_ALUA” 

4. Define the ESXi host. 

$esxhost = Get-VMHost 

5. Use a for loop to traverse through all the ESXi hosts and set their default PSP as VMW_PSP_RR 

for a given SATP VMW_SATP_ALUA. 

Foreach ($esx in $esxhost) 

{ 

$powerCLI = Get-PowerCLI –VMHost $esx 

$powerCLI.storage.nmp.satp.set($null, $defaultPsp, $satp) 

Write-Host "Done!" -ForegroundColor green 
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} 

Default PSP for VMW_SATP_ALUA is now VMW_PSP_RR 

Done! 

6. Now verify the change in the default PSP and SATP value in the device list output of “SUN Fibre 

Channel Disk” using the following PowerCLI command: 

$powerCLI.storage.nmp.device.list(“naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002”) 

Device                                : 

naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002 

DeviceDisplayName                      : SUN Fibre Channel Disk 

(naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f00

02) 

 

IsBootUSBDevice                        : false 

IsLocalSASDevice                       : false 

IsUSB                                  : false 

PathSelectionPolicy                    : VMW_PSP_RR 

PathSelectionPolicyDeviceConfig        :  

{policy=rr,iops=1000,bytes=10485760

,useANO=0; lastPathIndex=0: 

                                         NumIOsPending=0,numBytesPending=0} 

PathSelectionPolicyDeviceCustomConfig : 

StorageArrayType                       : VMW_SATP_ALUA 

StorageArrayTypeDeviceConfig           : 

{implicit_support=on;explicit_suppo

rt=off; 

explicit_allow=on;alua_followover=o

n; action_OnRetryErrors=off; 

                                         {TPG_id=0,TPG_state=AO}} 

WorkingPaths                           : {vmhba3:C0:T1:L0, 

vmhba3:C0:T0:L0, vmhba2:C0:T1:L0, 

vmhba2:C0:T0:L0} 

 

You can see from the screen output that the path selection policy of “SUN Fibre Channel Disk" is set to 

VMW_PSP_RR and the storage array type is set to VMW_SATP_ALUA. 

To capture the information only from “SUN Fibre Channel Disk" and to change only the path selection policy, follow 

these PowerCLI commands: 

1. Open an SSH connection to the ESXi 6.x host using PowerShell. 

2. Connect to the vCenter server and print the native multipath storage details for “SUN Fibre Channel Disk." 

 The syntax to connect to the vCenter server is: 

Connect-VIServer –Server <Servername> -Protocol <Protocolname> -User 

<Username> -Password <Password> 

3. Connect to the VMHost using the following PowerCLI command: 

$powerCLI = Get-PowerCLI –VMHost $esx 

4. Retrieve the device details for the path selection policy and the storage array type for "SUN Fibre Channel 

Disk." 

$powerCLI.storage.nmp.device.list(“naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002”) 

Device                                : naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002 
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DeviceDisplayName                      : SUN Fibre Channel Disk 

(naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002) 

IsBootUSBDevice                        : false 

IsLocalSASDevice                       : false 

IsUSB                                  : false 

PathSelectionPolicy                    : VMW_PSP_RR 

PathSelectionPolicyDeviceConfig        :  

{policy=rr,iops=1000,bytes=10485760,useANO

=0; lastPathIndex=0: 

                                         NumIOsPending=0,numBytesPending=0} 

PathSelectionPolicyDeviceCustomConfig : 

StorageArrayType                       : VMW_SATP_ALUA 

StorageArrayTypeDeviceConfig           : 

{implicit_support=on;explicit_support=off; 

explicit_allow=on;alua_followover=on; 

action_OnRetryErrors=off; 

                                         {TPG_id=0,TPG_state=AO}} 

WorkingPaths                           : {vmhba3:C0:T1:L0, vmhba3:C0:T0:L0, 

vmhba2:C0:T1:L0, vmhba2:C0:T0:L0} 

 

 

5. Save the device details in a text file. For the example, the listed contents are stored in a text file named 

file_nameParsing.txt, but you can define any file name to save these contents. Using the list function, you 

can specify the device display name (string) and identify only the Fibre Channel disks present in Oracle 

ZFS Storage Appliance. 

6. Extract the file contents as an array and use the Select-String command to print the lines containing 

the device number (“SUN Fibre Channel Disk”). This is stored in a variable called $str. 

$str = Get-Content file_nameParsing.txt | Select-String –Pattern 

“naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002” –SimpleMatch 

7. Use the following command to further split the file content lines using the “:” (colon) delimiter. Lines 

delimited by a colon are saved in the variable $res. The $res output is then saved in a new text file 

called file_newnameParsing.txt (any user-defined name can be used to save the file) that has 

precise device display name details for "SUN Fibre Channel Disk." The final file contents are stored in 

$result using the Get-Content command. 

$res = $str –split “:” 

$result = Get-Content file_newnameParsing.txt 

8. Finally, display the device name and device display details for the “SUN Fibre Channel Disk."  

$result[1,5] 

naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002 
naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002 

 

Changing the Path Selection Policy Only for Sun Fibre Channel Disks 

Be sure you are not using round-robin path selection before performing changes. If in the earlier commands, you 

observed the path selection policy is already set to round robin, then the following commands can be tested by first 

changing the path selection policy to VMW_PSP_MRU and then running PowerCLI commands to ensure that you 

are not using round-robin path selection policy before performing the changes. 

To change the path selection policy to VMW_PSP_MRU: 
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1. Open an SSH connection to the ESXi 6.x host using PowerShell. 

2. Connect to the vCenter server using the following syntax: 

Connect-VIServer –Server <Servername> -Protocol <Protocolname> -User 

<Username> -Password <Password> 

3. Connect to the VMHost using the following PowerCLI command: 

$powerCLI = Get-PowerCLI –VMHost $esx 

4. Set the ("SUN Fibre Channel Disk") device path selection policy to VMW_PSP_MRU. 

$powerCLI.storage.nmp.device.set($null, 

“naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002”, “VMW_PSP_MRU”) 

True 

5. Validate the device path selection policy. 

 $powerCLI.storage.nmp.device.list(“naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002

”) 

Device                                : naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002 
DeviceDisplayName                     : SUN Fibre Channel Disk 

(naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002) 
IsBootUSBDevice                       : false 
IsLocalSASDevice                      : false 
IsUSB                                 : false 
PathSelectionPolicy                   : VMW_PSP_MRU 
PathSelectionPolicyDeviceConfig       : Current Path=vmhba3:C0:T1:L0 
PathSelectionPolicyDeviceCustomConfig : 
StorageArrayType                      : VMW_SATP_ALUA 
StorageArrayTypeDeviceConfig          : {implicit_support=on;explicit_support=off; 
                                        explicit_allow=on;alua_followover=on; 

action_OnRetryErrors=off; 
                                        {TPG_id=0,TPG_state=AO}} 
WorkingPaths                          : {vmhba3:C0:T1:L0} 

6. Verify that “SUN Fibre Channel Disk" is not using the round-robin path selection policy. 

  

$powerCLI.storage.nmp.psp.roundrobin.deviceconfig.get(“naa.600144f08cc9

3785000058754f8f0002”) 

Message: Device naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002 Does not use the 

Round Robin path selection policy. 

7. Now change the path selection policy VMW_PSP_MRU to VMW_PSP_RR. 

 $powerCLI.storage.nmp.device.set($null, 

 “naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002”,”VMW_PSP_RR”) 

True 

8. Validate the change in the device path selection policy. 

 $powerCLI.storage.nmp.device.list 

 (“naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002”) 

Device                                : naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002 

DeviceDisplayName                      : SUN Fibre Channel Disk 

(naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002) 

IsBootUSBDevice                        : false 
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IsLocalSASDevice                       : false 

IsUSB                                  : false 

PathSelectionPolicy                    : VMW_PSP_RR 

PathSelectionPolicyDeviceConfig        :  

{policy=rr,iops=1000,bytes=10485760,useANO

=0; lastPathIndex=0: 

                                         NumIOsPending=0,numBytesPending=0} 

PathSelectionPolicyDeviceCustomConfig : 

StorageArrayType                       : VMW_SATP_ALUA 

StorageArrayTypeDeviceConfig           : 

{implicit_support=on;explicit_support=off; 

explicit_allow=on;alua_followover=on; 

action_OnRetryErrors=off; 

                                         {TPG_id=0,TPG_state=AO}} 

WorkingPaths                           : {vmhba3:C0:T1:L0, vmhba3:C0:T0:L0, 

vmhba2:C0:T1:L0, vmhba2:C0:T0:L0} 

 

 

Changing the Round-Robin I/O Operation Limit 

 

Changing the IOPS limit from 1,000 to 1 can have a positive impact on performance. The default input/output 

operations per second limit of 1,000 sends 1,000 input/output operations down each path before switching the 

paths. The recommendation is to adjust the IOPS or bytes limit downward, allowing the paths to be switched at a 

more frequent rate. This adjustment will allow a better load balance and I/O distribution between all available paths. 

With this configuration, independent of the load, or I/O amount, all paths will be utilized. Hence, changing the round-

robin I/O operation limit to 1 will make a new path accessible after one I/O operation is performed in the current path, 

thereby allowing the bandwidths of additional paths to be utilized.   

For changing the round-robin I/O operation limit, use the following steps shown in the following PowerShell. First you 

must identify all Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance disks that will be used by your virtualized server. 

1. Open an SSH connection to the ESXi 6.x host using PowerShell. 

2. Connect the PowerCLI session to the vCenter Server using the command Connect-VIServer. Then 

connect to the ESXi host and display the device details for “SUN Fibre Channel Disk." 

The syntax to connect to the vCenter server is: 

       Connect-VIServer –Server <Servername> -Protocol <Protocolname> -User 

 <Username> -Password <Password> 

3. Connect to the VM host. 

 $powerCLI = Get-PowerCLI –VMHost <VMHostname> 

4. List the “SUN Fibre Channel Disk” device present in the VM host. 

$powerCLI.storage.nmp.device.list(“naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002”) | 

Select DeviceDisplayName 

DeviceDisplayName 

  ----------------- 

       SUN Fibre Channel Disk (naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002) 

5. Change the I/O operation limit value to 1 and also the type of the round-robin switching to IOPS for all 

Fibre Channel disks on Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance. List the device configuration before changing. 
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 $powerCLI.storage.nmp.psp.roundrobin.deviceconfig.get(“naa.600144f08cc93785000

 058754f8f0002”) 

  

 ByteLimit                 : 10485760 
Device                    : naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002 
IOOperationLimit          : 1000 
LimitType                 : Default 
UseActiveUnoptimizedPaths : false 

 

6. To perform the configuration change from default IOPS operation limit of 1,000 to 1, run the following 

PowerCLI command. 

 $powerCLI.storage.nmp.device.list(“naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002”) | 

 Where { $_.PathSelectionPolicy –eq “VMW_PSP_RR”} | %{ 

 $powerCLI.storage.nmp.psp.roundrobin.deviceconfig.set( $null, $null, 

 “naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002”, 1, “iops”, $null) } 

True 

7. Verify that the values for operation limit and the round-robin path switching have been updated. 

 $powerCLI.storage.nmp.psp.roundrobin.deviceconfig.get(“naa.600144f08cc93785000

 058754f8f0002”) 

 ByteLimit                 : 10485760 

Device                    : naa.600144f08cc93785000058754f8f0002 
IOOperationLimit          : 1 
LimitType                 : Iops 
UseActiveUnoptimizedPaths : false 

 

To check the same information on the VMware vSphere 6.x web client, select the respective ESXi host, select 

Manage tab, and select Storage. Choose Storage Adapters in the navigation panel, and click on the vmhba that is 

attached with your Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system. Navigate to Storage Devices and right click on the disk 

that you wish to validate for configuration. You can select the Edit Multipathing label at the bottom right end of the 

Device Details tab. 

The following figures show the navigation choices and displays for Storage Adapters, Storage Devices, and path 

selection (multipathing) policies in the vSphere 6.x navigation pane. 
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Figure 5. Navigating the Storage Adapters display in the VMware vSphere web client to verify operation limit and round-robin 

settings 

 

 

Figure 6. Locating Storage Devices details in the VMware vSphere web client to verify round-robin policies and edit multipathing  
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Figure 7. Verifying and/or managing path selection in the VMware vSphere 6.x client 

Changing the Tunable Option Queue Depth for QLogic and Emulex Host Bus 
Adapters 

For the best iSCSI protocol performance with an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system, adjust the queue depth to 

255 for all HBAs attached to the system. Use the following steps to accomplish this task. 

1. Identify which HBA module is currently loaded on the VMware hypervisor using the following commands. 

For QLogic HBAs, run: 

# esxcli system module list | grep ql* 

qla2xxx                             true          true 

Output can be one of the following. 

qla2xxx or qlnativefc  

Note: The example uses QLogic HBAs (module qla2xxx). 

For Emulex HBAs, run: 

# esxcli system module list | grep lpfc* 
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2. Use the following commands to set a new queue depth value and also to increase HBA timeout values. 

For QLogic HBAs, run: 

# esxcli system module parameters set –m qlnativefc –p “ql2xmaxqdepth=255 

ql2xloginretrycount=120 qlport_down_retry=120"  

For Emulex HBAs, run: 

# esxcli system module parameters set -m lpfc820 -p “lpfc_devloss_tmo=120 

lpfc_hba_queue_depth=255" 

3. Reboot your host and run the following command to confirm that the new queue depth value has been 
applied. 
 
# esxcli system module parameters list –m qla2xxx (or qlnativefc) 

 

The following is the output for QLogic HBAs: 
 

Name    Type Value Description 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ql2xmaxqdepth   int 255 Maximum queue depth to report for  

 devices.     Target. 

 

 

 

Virtual Machine Data Layout and Recommendations 

Recommendations for virtual machines and data layout as well as best practices for a VMware virtual machine 

working with an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance cluster configuration are: 

» Work with VMware virtual machine version 11 or greater. 

» To improve network performance among virtual machines, data stores, and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance, use a 

VMXNET3 network adapter. 

» For Linux virtual machines, select VMware Paravirtual (PVSCSI) as the default virtual SCSI controller for the 

virtual machine. PVSCSI provides lower CPU cost per I/O, and it is recommended for use cases and VMware 

Linux virtual machines and environments with intensive I/O workloads. 

» For virtual machines with Microsoft Windows 2008 operating systems (or newer), use the LSI Logic SAS virtual 

SCSI controller. 

» For virtual machines or virtual desktops running operating systems older than Microsoft Windows 2008, use LSI 

Logic Parallel virtual SCSI. 

» Be sure to install VMware Tools. For additional information regarding VMware Tools installation or upgrade, refer 

to the VMware Knowledge Base article, "Installing and Upgrading VMware Tools in vSphere" (VMware KB 

2004754), which is listed in the References Appendix of this white paper. 

» When working with the Microsoft Windows platform, ensure that the latest service pack as well as recommended 

patches are installed. 

» As a best practice and to achieve better performance for virtualized applications as well as management of the 

virtual environment, work with a multipool design with multiple data store repositories in VMware vSphere 6.x.  
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Figure 8. Recommended data layout for a VMware virtual machine with Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance  

Monitoring VMware with DTrace Analytics and the esxtop Tool 

DTrace Analytics is a powerful and advanced monitoring tool provided by Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance. DTrace 

Analytics gives the storage administrator unique visibility into the entire system: monitoring in real time of different 

statistics for the operating system stack, storage resources, and protocols used as well as I/O throughput and 

performance of the virtualized environment.  

VMware provides a powerful monitoring tool called esxtop that is used at the VMware ESXi host level to monitor 

performance and resource usage of the virtual environment. With this tool, you can identify possible bottlenecks, I/O 

performance issues, and network degradation as well as throughput levels.  

VMware esxtop and DTrace Analytics should always be used together to validate as well as monitor your entire 

VMware storage performance and throughput for the most realistic report. To ensure that your VMware’s iSCSI 

configuration is properly working, use the following DTrace Analytics and esxtop options. 

Monitoring Fibre Channel Performance 

The following examples show how to use esxtop and DTrace Analytics to monitor VMware Fibre Channel and iSCSI 

LUNs as well as datastore and HBA performance and throughput. 

For VMware esxtop, open an SSH connection with your ESXi 6.x host and run the following commands: 

1. Type esxtop and then press u for monitoring VMware Fibre Channel or iSCSI LUNs. 

2. Press s 2 to alter the update time to every two seconds and press Enter. 

Figure 9 shows the VMware esxtop output of the “u” option. 

Note: For information on interpreting VMware esxtop statistics, read the VMware document, "Interpreting esxtop 

Statistics,” (DOC-9279).  

https://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-9279
https://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-9279
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Figure 9. Monitoring Fibre Channel and iSCSI LUNs with VMware esxtop 

 

Option d or disk view option (HBA mode) can be used for monitoring virtual HBAs. Figure 9 shows output for this 

option. 

To perform this task, use the esxtop command, then type f to choose different monitoring options. Type s 2 to 

alter the update time to every two seconds and then press Enter. 

Note: Ensure that the virtual HBAs (vmhbas) are correctly balancing the I/O. The example highlights vmhba2 and 

vmhba3. Watch all options available on the screen shown in Figure 10 and then compare with DTrace Analytics 

outputs. 

 

Figure 10. Monitoring VMware virtual HBAs with esxtop 

 

The following figures show different examples of DTrace Analytics that can be used in combination with VMware 

esxtop for monitoring Fibre Channel performance and throughput. 
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Figure 11. Monitoring Fibre Channel bytes per second by LUN, bytes per second, and operations per second using DTrace 

Analytics 

 

 

Figure 12. Monitoring Fibre Channel operations per second by size and by latency using DTrace Analytics 
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Figure 13. Monitoring Fibre Channel operations per second by type of operation, by size, and by latency using DTrace Analytics 

 

 

Figure 14. Monitoring Fibre Channel bytes per second by initiator using DTrace Analytics 

 
Conclusion 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance offers outstanding performance for virtualized environments. From a performance 

standpoint, its architectural features and intelligent caching provide excellent throughput and bandwidth for critical 
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tier 1 applications, and to support, boot, and deploy thousands of virtual machines. In addition, it delivers thousands 

of IOPS for your virtualized environment as well as the best response time and low latency for virtualized 

applications. Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance offers this at a low cost, presenting the simplest back-end storage 

solution (no additional tiering software or hardware required). 

VMware is a robust hypervisor that provides an easy way to manage your virtualized infrastructure. In combination, 

the VMware and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance platforms and technology are excellent choices for your virtualized 

environment. 

The best practices and recommendations for configuring VMware vSphere 6.x with Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

using Fibre Channel block-level protocol are provided in this white paper. For easier automation purposes, the 

validation tests are scripted in PowerCLI and are further monitored by Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance’s DTrace 

Analytics feature. 
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Appendix A: Benchmark Results 

 

Refer to the following web sites for further information on testing results for Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance. 

SPC Benchmark 2 Executive Summary 

SPC Benchmark 2 Full Disclosure Report 

Active SPC-2 Results for Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

Also see the Oracle quality awards for NAS. 

 

Appendix B: References  

See the following resources for additional information relating to the products covered in this document. 

References to Oracle’s Sun ZFS Storage Appliance, Oracle’s Sun ZFS Storage 7000 series products, and Oracle 

ZFS Storage Appliance all refer to the same family of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance products. Some cited 

documentation may still carry these legacy naming conventions. 

 Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance documentation library, including guides for installation, analytics, customer 

service, and administration. 

http://docs.oracle.com/en/storage/ 

 The Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance Administration Guide is also available through the Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance help context. The Help function in Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance can be accessed through the 

browser user interface. 

 Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance Software releases and updates, available from My Oracle Support (MOS) at 

https://support.oracle.com under Oracle Support Document 2021771.1. 

 Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance plugins. 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/sun-unified-storage/downloads/zfssa-plugins-1489830.html 

 Oracle storage product information. 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/storage/overview/index.html 

 Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance technical white papers and solution briefs, including "Best Practices for Oracle 

ZFS Storage Appliance and VMware vSphere5.x." 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/sun-unified-storage/documentation/index.html 

 VMware. 

http://www.vmware.com 

https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/ 

 "Tuning ESXi for Better Storage Performance by Modifying the Maximum I/O Block Size" (VMware KB 

10034690). 

https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=10034

69 

http://www.storageperformance.org/benchmark_results_files/SPC-2/Oracle_SPC-2/B00058_Oracle_ZFS-7420/b00058_Oracle_Sun-ZFS_7420_SPC2_executive-summary.pdf
http://www.storageperformance.org/benchmark_results_files/SPC-2/Oracle_SPC-2/B00067_Oracle_ZFS-ZS3-4/b00067_Oracle_ZFS_Storage_ZS3-4_SPC-2_full-disclosure-report.pdf
http://www.storageperformance.org/results/benchmark_results_spc2/#sun_spc2
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/storage/nas/storage-quality-awards-jan12-1521728.pdf
http://docs.oracle.com/en/storage/
https://support.oracle.com/
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/sun-unified-storage/downloads/zfssa-plugins-1489830.html
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/storage/overview/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/sun-unified-storage/documentation/index.html
http://www.vmware.com/
https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=1003469
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=1003469
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 "Installing and Upgrading VMware Tools in vSphere" (VMware KB 2004754). 

https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=20047

54 

 VMware networking. 

https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/topic/com.vmware.ICbase/PDF/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-server-60-

networking-guide.pdf  
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https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2004754
https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/topic/com.vmware.ICbase/PDF/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-server-60-networking-guide.pdf
https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/topic/com.vmware.ICbase/PDF/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-server-60-networking-guide.pdf
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